This research examines the ability of six popular Web search engines, individually and collectively, t o l o c a t e W eb pages containing common marketing/management phrases. We propose and validate a model for search engine performance that is able to represent key patterns of coverage and overlap among the engines.
Introduction
The World Wide Web (WWW) is important t o managers in three rather di erent respects. First, managers use it to engage in electronic commercial transactions as sellers or as buyers (Alba et al. 1997 Ho man, Kalsbeek, and Novak 1996) . Second, they use it to disseminate information to customers or gather information as (business) customers, including both Web advertising (acquiring new customers) and after-sales support to retain customers (Bakos 1997 Burke 1996 Ho man and Novak 1996 . Third, the Web is emerging as a rich source of managerial information that assists in decision-making, e.g. competitive i n telligence, demographic information, market forecasts, general economic information, sources of external expertise or training, innovative managerial tools, tactics and strategies, and regulatory and other governmental information. Providers of such information include news organizations, governments, educational institutions, corporations, and nonpro t organizations, etc.. Web search engines are commonly used to help locate this kind of information, and it is this performance of such engines that interests us here.
Search engine performance has begun to attract attention by bothresearchers and managers. Selberg and Etzioni (1996) studied search queries and their results using various popular search engines, for the period July through September1995. In a more recent and comprehensive study published in Science, L a wrence and Giles (1998) examined the URLs returned for a large number of queries during December 1997. A follow-up to that study, using more comprehensive search methods, a greater numb e r o f e n g i n e s , a n d a l a r g e r n umber of phrase queries, has recently appeared in Nature for queries collected in February 1999. They were particularly interested in the relative numberof URLs returned by di erent search engines and in estimating the numberofURLs not found by a n y (or all) search engines. Coverage of those ndings in The Wall Street Journal (1998) showed both the managerial interest and also the controversy generated by the ndings. With signi cant advertising revenue at stake, those responsible for the engines are sensitive to assessments of their relative performance. Indeed, such assessments have loomed large in the business press discussion of the vast sums paid to acquire search engine sites.
In this study we will o er the following contributions. First, we present and validate a model for the performance of multiple Web search engines in nding URLs. We also analyze some natural, relatively simple models (Rasch-type ability/di culty model, and capture/recapture model) and nd that they fail to represent key aspects of search engine performance (which the proposed model does contain). Second, we analyze the performance of six popular Web search engines in nding marketing/management phrases. Selberg and Etzioni (1996) studied all queries submitted to MetaCrawler, and Giles (1998 1999) examined queries from the scientists at the NEC Research Institute in Princeton. Neither focused on management information. Third, we show how some characteristics of marketing/management phrases and of Web pages/URLs a ect search engine performance. We also highlight the association between structural characteristics of a search engine (e.g. size of universe covered, depth of search) and that engine's success. Fourth, our empirical model application allows us to do more than just \rate the search engines", enabling us to describe the distinctive p a t t e r n s o f o verlap and distinctiveness among them. Finally, for these kinds of management phrases, we are able to estimate the numberofURLsnot found by individual search engines, and indeed by the collection of engines. We also can calculate the incremental bene t in adding a particular search engine's results to those already found. The next section o ers a description of the search process and search outcomes, some summary statistics regarding search engine performance, and a conceptualization of factors thought to a ect that performance.
The subsequent sections develop our model, validate it empirically, a n d u s e i t t o d r a w substantive conclusions.
2 Searching the Web for Marketing Information
A simple example will help illustrate the research issues of interest. In October 1998, we queried each of six popularWeb search engines to nd documents containing the phrase \mere exposure e ect". Alta Vista found 99 documents. Northern Light located 83, of course many of these duplicated the ones from Alta Vista. HotBot found fewer (49), but some had not been discovered by either Alta Vista or Northern Light. Finally, engines Infoseek, Excite, and Lycos found fewer documents (22, 21, and 9) but again some new pages were included. Together, all six engines located 172 documents so even the \best" search engine (for this phrase) found less than 60% of this total (i.e. Alta Vista's 99 out of 172).
We should highlight that what we refer to simply as \search" (which is of course from the user's perspective) is really the result of a complex process. A search request does not directly cause a real-time search o f t h e W eb, but rather a (potentially complicated) look-up in a very large database. This database arises as the result of past webcrawling (i.e. proceeding from URL to URL and indexing the Web page contents) by the search engine and (less often) by speci c requests from sites to beincluded in the engine's database. While any \search" request, then, only produces a search result from a database that is essentially static, a search request can a ect the database for future searches, e.g. by causing certain URLs to bechecked for viability, o r by in uencing the future webcrawling pattern (by changing the engine's inferred popularity/importance for certain words or phrases). Our study simply examines the user's experience upon requesting URLs whose corresponding Web pages contain a particular phrase for these studied search engines. We a l s o a c knowledge at the outset that this study will not attempt to assess the relative \ v alue" of the individual sites found, and indeed one might w e l l b e s k eptical of any m e c hanism that claimed to do so. Di erent s e a r c hers will no doubt have di erent i n terests or needs. Rather, thinking about 4 this simple example leads directly to the ve research questions that we do address:
1. Search E n g i n e P erformance Across Phrases Would the search-result pattern above hold up for other marketing phrases? \Mere exposure e ect" is relatively new to marketing, and is more associated with academic research than with current m a rketing management practice. Perhaps some engines would do better for longer-established phrases, or those more prevalent among practitioners. Certainly, since Web crawlers proceed from document to document via the links provided, they may end up covering relatively separate, disparate parts of the space of URLs. Such a propensity can beexacerbated by, for instance, the inclination of academic sites to link to other academic sites (via connection to coauthors, references, etc.).
Factors A ecting Discovery of URLs
In the example above, several URLs were found by all of the engines, while others were located by only one. For a given phrase, what makes some URLs \easy" to locate? In light of the Web crawler process mentioned, the more sites that link to a URL, the easier nding that URL will be.
Of course, this measure is essentially impossible to observe. It is also not directly controllable by a site that wishes to befound. Instead we focus on two factors that are observable and (within limits) controllable: namely, the number of links on a URL (to other documents), and the domain type (.com, .edu, .org, etc.) . The former should be related to URL discoverability as it an indicator of sophistication and connectedness, and may also stimulate reciprocal linkage (i.e. a linked site electing to provide a link back). The latter factor (domain type) may matter through a propensity for sites to link within (rather than across) these types.
Search Engine Structural Characteristics
Although search engines' operating details are proprietary, they are known to di er with respect to some basic characteristics. We will summarize the apparent relationship between such structural 5 properties and the engines' search performance.
Overlap and Sequential Search
We are also interested in the way that patterns of overlap among the search engines determine their incremental bene t when combined. In our example above imagine that Alta Vista was the search engine used rst. Would using a second engine be expected to add substantially to the numberof documents found? What about a third? How many engines are needed to nd the \lion's share" of relevant documents? Which particular engine would add most to, say, Alta Vista's results? The proposed model will allow us to answer these questions.
How Much Information Did We Miss?
Using all six search engines we found 172 documents mentioning \mere exposure e ect". But how many d o c u m e n ts did we fail to nd? Note that any single URL's search results can be summarized by a binary six-vector, where the i th element is a \1" if search engine i found the URL in question, and a \0" if it did not. There are of course 2 6 = 6 4 s u c h patterns, and for each phrase searched we can create the full frequency count among these 64 patterns -except for one. The numberofURLs associated with the (0,0,0,0,0,0) vector is not available, since this represents the numberofURLs missed by all six search engines. However, after creating a model that represents well the engines' Web coverage and overlap (by tting the 63 patterns above) we will forecast the frequency of this 64 th pattern -as it indicates the size of the remaining \undiscovered" part of the Web.
To build a model that would address these ve issues, we proceeded through four steps to build an appropriate database.
Step 1: Marketing Phrases for Search
The marketing phrases searched needed to be diverse enough to represent a n i n teresting universe, 6 and also vary on the factors thought to a ect search engine performance (i.e. research question # 1 a b o ve). Accordingly, phrases were selected via three criteria: 1. they are relatively central to marketing thought, appearing in popular reference works (Bennett et. al. 1995 Clemente 1992 , 2. they are speci c enough so that a Web search need not bere ned further (e.g. \marketing management" was found on 44,432 Web pages by Alta Vista -too many to be helpful without more detail), and 3. they span the two phrase dimensions discussed earlier: managerial versus academic and newer versus older. Five phrases were selected in each cell of the resulting 2 2 design, leading to 20 phrases overall.
Step 2: Phrase Search Via Search Engine
The six search engines examined here (Alta Vista, HotBot, Excite, Infoseek, Northern Light, Lycos) 1 are the most popular based on user awareness, popular press mentions, and inclusion in previous studies and in metasearch programs (PC Magazine Online 1998 Beatty 1998 Feldman 1998 Lawrence and Giles 1998 , 1999 . Note that while Yahoo! is often mentioned by users as a \search engine", at the time of our study Yahoo! was powered by Inktomi, the same search engine used by HotBot, and thus not included. Although, as recently pointed out by L a wrence and Giles (1999), HotBot, Microsoft, Snap, and Yahoo! do not return exactly the same information due to ltering and/or di erent underlying Inktomi databases. The 20 phrases were searched using each of the six engines during October 1998. During the search two properties of each located URL 1 These six search engines are located at URLs http://www.altavista.com, http://www.hotbot.com, http://www.excite.com, http://infoseek.go.com, http://www.northernlight.com, and http://www.lycos.com respectively.
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were recorded: the numberof links (0-5, 6-10, or 10+) , and the domain type (.com, .edu, .org, or \other") indicating whether the site was commercial, academic, an organization, or other (the latter including non-U.S. sites). This URL information will allow us to address research question #2 above.
Step 3: Integrate Search R e s u l t s
As noted earlier the search result, for any located URL, can besummarized in a binary 6-vector.
Meaningfully comparing these results across engines requires, however, substantial care. The same document may be reached by di erent alphanumeric strings, requiring that the documents themselves be accessed and checked, bothfor similarity across engines and for duplication within an engine. URLs were also checked to verify that they were active, and in fact contained the phrase in question. (Both Excite and Infoseek use heuristics that may return URLs similar -but not identical -to the phrase searched. These instances were deleted.)
Step 4: Search Engine Characteristics As in research issue #3, we want to link search engines' performance to their characteristics.
Since the numberof search engines is small, it would not beuseful to formally incorporate these characteristics into the model itself -but we will be able to investigate an association between overall search performance and an engine's structural properties. The key properties of interest are engine size (the total numberof pages indexed) and several binary indicators of capability. The latter includes Depth (whether an engine searches an entire site without a preset limit), Frame Support (ability to follow frame links), Image Maps (ability to follow image maps), and Learns Frequency (whether an engine estimates the frequency with which a page's content changes, and uses that information to determine visit frequency). Other search engine characteristics would be interesting to include (such a s n umber of pages crawled per day) but do not appear to be reliably measured and available (Sullivan 1998) . The search engine features above were taken from the Search Engine Watch site (Sullivan 1998 ) and were measured as of August 4, 1998. Table 1 shows the 20 marketing phrases, their categorization regarding newness and academic/managerial, and the total number of URLs found by each engine for each phrase. Note that this table is not the complete data, but rather a summary. For each of the 1588 located URLs, the data used in our model-development is a binary 6-vector together with the two URL characteristics (# of links, domain type) and two phrase characteristics (as above).
As a further summary, Table 2 shows how the URLs found are distributed across phrase and URL characteristics. The table entries provide for a given engine, the proportion of all URLs found (by any engine) having a particular characteristic. For instance, Alta Vista located 52.1% of all managerial-phrase URLs that were found. It did a little better (53.5%) nding academicphrase URLs. Relative to the engine's baseline level of performance across all phrases, Infoseek had the greatest skew toward locating academic-phrase URLs (.163 academic versus .125 managerial) and Northern Light had the greatest inclination toward managerial-phrase URLs (.462 academic versus .529 managerial). Overall, Alta Vista had the best performance in nding academic-phrase URLs while Northern Light has the greatest success nding marketing-managerial ones. Analogous conclusions for other phrase/URL characteristics are available via Table 2 . Table 3 provides the structural characteristics of the engines. Before developing our model, it is useful to note what would happen if search outcomes for any given phrase were independent -i.e. if each URL had some probability o f being located (possibly engine-speci c) and one engine's nding the URL told us nothing about any other engine's. In such a situation, substantive research questions #1 and #2 (e ect of URL and phrase characteristics) could be addressed by a separate simple model (e.g. logistic regression) for each s e a r c h engine, and research question #4 (overlap between engines) would have a very simple answer for any set of 9 engines. The independence assumption is also the linchpin of the most careful model published so far for search engine performance (Lawrence and Giles 1998) . They consider a model with the top two engines assumed to beindependent. Accordingly, we beginby considering the independence assumption in detail.
3 Are Search Engine Outcomes Independent?
The simplest, and arguably most natural starting point for representing the URLs found by m ultiple Web search engines is the independent binomial model. It is based on two assumptions. First, for any given search phrase j, it imagines that any given search engine i nds any one of the URLs containing that phrase independently of its nding other such URLs, and with some probability p ij . Second, the model assumes that the probability p ij that search engine i nds any particular URL containing phrase j does not depend on the set of URLs found by a n y other search engine.
For a single URL containing phrase j, t h e data can be written simply as the binary six-vector (y 1jk y 2jk y 3jk y 4jk y 5jk y 6jk ) where y ijk = 1 if the k th URL for phrase j is found by search engine i, and is 0 otherwise. For URL k and phrase j the likelihood function is L(y 1jk y 2jk y 3jk y 4jk y 5jk y 6jk ) = (1) where p ij is the probability that engine i nds any g i v en URL containing phrase j. Since the URLs are exchangeable by assumption, the likelihood for the data for phrase j is the product of (1) across all URLs (in practice a partial likelihood will be used, since the (0,0,0,0,0,0) vector will be missing). This independent binomial model has much to recommend it. It is parsimonious: each search engine i (for each phrase j) can be summarized by a single quantity -its search success probability p ij . The model can provide an estimate of the numberof URLs not found. After any numberof search engines have been used, the expected numberof new URLs from another search engine h is simply (N j ; m)p hj where m is the cumulative numberof URLs already found and N j is the (unknown) number of URLs containing phrase j. Lawrence and Giles (1998) expressed concern about the independence assumption and that concern was well founded. We report in Table 4 the value of -2logL for this model, and the associated BIC statistic. Four particular versions of the independent binomial model were evaluated:
(1) constant p, (2) di erent p for each engine but constant across phrases, (3) di erent p for each phrase but constant across engines, and (4) di erent p for each engine and phrase. A simple chisquare test on the value of -2logL rejects each of these four models. Naturally, with over 1500 observations the power of such a test is very high, and may not in itself present a strong case for substantial interdependence. Instead, two other considerations will argue for a model that relaxes the independence assumption. First, we will see later that relevant goodness-of-t indicators can be improved substantially via a spatial interdependence model. Second, we note that the BIC criterion (which penalizes highly parameterized models for data over tting) actually prefers, among independence models, the one where location probabilities di er only by s e a r c h engine (and not by phrase). In other words, search i s c haracterized simply by six p i -values, one for each search engine (the relative magnitude of the p i are given by the total URL count b y engine in Table 1 ).
It is easy to show that an estimate of the number of URLs found by all engines in any 3-engine set (denoted 1,2, t for convenience) under this model is: n 12t = n 2 12 n 1 n 2 n t :
Taking, for instance, Alta Vista and HotBot as engines \1" and \2", the actual 3-way overlap n 12t and the overlap predicted by the independence model via (2), are : In short, looking across our 20 marketing phrases, the independence model substantially underpredicts the actual overlap for these triplets of search engines. These positive residuals suggest that two search engines with high coverage (Alta Vista and HotBot) are inclined to subsume the other four engines. This suggests the use of Rasch-type ability/di culty models (Rasch 1966 Andersen 1973 , whereby the probability that a given URL is located is a function of both a URL \di culty"
parameter and an search engine \ability" parameter. In this kind of model the \easy" URLs will tend to be found by all search engines and the \hard" URLs only by the search engines that nd many o verall. In other words Alta Vista and HotBot will overlap somewhat, but the other search engines will overlap even more so with this pair (and hence produce positive residuals), since the URLs they nd will tend to be the \easy" ones. Of course, other search engine triplets could show di erent discrepancies than those observed above. Our main point i s t h e o b s e r v ation that independence does not appear to bea solidly supported assumption, and a model where spatial location of search engines determines patterns of overlap may h a ve v alue.
A General Proximity Model
We provide initially a heuristic description of our modeling approach for WWW data. This nonformal description is useful to describe our intuition, why w e expect this class of models to improve on simpler ones, and the expected limitations and subsequent improvement in t as our models become more complex. Needed notation and formal models are presented after.
Heuristic and Graphical Descriptions
We posit a general class of models for the ability of WWW search engines based on the proximity (\distance") from a speci c engine to a given URL, and the \reach" of an engine. Our basic model suggests that when an engine and URL are proximate, the engine is likely to nd that URL, and unlikely when not. In particular, each engine and URL are hypothesized to \sit" at an unknown location in D-dimensional space. A URL's location is modeled to be centered around a mean location determined by bothits phrase and covariates speci c to the phrase and URL (e.g. type of phrase, URL domain extension, etc...). Then, from an engine's location, it \throws out a net"
and probabilistically captures URLs within its reach. That is, there is a monotonically decreasing relationship between distance from engine to URL and the probability a URL is found. Pushing this analogy farther, inferences of interest under the model are then derived from: (a) the location of each engine (that is, do \weaker" engines nd just a subset of those URLs found by the better engines, which would follow if all engines were located at the same place, or do engines \carve" out their own locations), (b) the size of the net for each engine (in our model this is the ability o f the engine), (c) the shape of the net (are the underlying dimensions related), (d) the numberof underlying dimensions D adequate to model the data, (e) the e ects, if any, of phrase and URL covariates on URL's locations and hence their probability of being found, and (f) an exponent determining how fast the probability of an engine nding a URL drops o as a function of their proximity. We considered three speci c cases of this general proximity model. in the degree to which they (probabilistically) cover this space, beginning at the origin. The graph can beinterpreted as having each engine stand at the origin and throw out a line, capturing as many URLs (\ sh") as possible. Since engines with longer shing lines (i.e. more ability) reach out farther from the origin, they are likely to \catch" more URLs, although, which URLs the better engine (engine 1) nds is unrelated to the speci c URLs found by the weaker engine (engine 2). That is, via the independence assumption, it is as if the URLs randomly redistributed their locations in the time elapsed between the search b y t h e t wo engines.
As an alternative to this independence model, we will examine a D = 1 dimensional proximity model, depicted in Figure 1 panel B and denoted \Model 1" below. Here, each engine is again located at the origin and casts its probabilistic coverage of the line according to its \ability". But unlike the independence model, here the URL locations remain xed. Accordingly, some URLs really are more di cult to locate (i.e. those labeled \D" and \E") than others (e.g. \A" and \B") as they lie far from the origin. As a result, it is unlikely that the search engines with lesser ability will nd URLs not found by t h e better engines. As suggested in Section 2 (and con rmed 
Model Notation, Development, and Computational Approach
We consider the case described in Section 2 where each of i = 1 : : : I search engines are utilized on the WWW to locate URLs for each o f j = 1 : : : J phrases. Let K j denote the total numberof distinct URLs found for the j-th phrase (by any of the engines) and y ijk a binary outcome where y ijk = 1 , k = 1 : : : K j , i f t h e k-th URL for the j-th phrase is found by e n g i n e i, and 0 otherwise.
The collection of all outcomes y ijk is denoted Y . In addition, for each URL we obtain covariate vector x j k = ( x j k 1 : : : x j k P ) to identify known characteristics of phrases and/or URLs that may make them harder or easier to nd. The collection of all covariates is denoted X. (3) where u de nes the rate at which the probability an engine nds a given URL drops o . In general, spatial/distance models have been utilized in other marketing contexts, especially brand choice (Elrod 1988 Kamakura and Srivastava 1984) . We note that (3) is equivalent to logit(p ijk ) = ;u log(d ijk ), a logistic link where u is the slope of regressor log(d ijk ). Assuming conditional independence of engines, phrases, and URLs within phrase this yields a product Bernoulli likelihood 15 for parameters 1 = ( 1 : : : I 11 : : : J K J 1 : :
As commonalities are likely to exist among the engines, the phrases, and the URLs, we extend the model for Y given in (4) to include a set of prior distributions for 1 allowing for the sharing of information across units. The choice of priors for the components of 1 were made in the following manner. Since the six engines that we consider represent the engines of interest, we treat the engine speci c parameters as xed e ects and put non-informative priors on i i , i = 1 : : : I . A noninformative prior is also adopted for u re ecting our lack of knowledge regarding this parameter.
In contrast, it is of interest to summarize the location of phrase j for which we may regard j k , k = 1 : : : K j as a random sample of URLs drawn from a population distribution. By convention and for computational convenience, we put a hierarchical multivariate normal-Inverse Wishart prior structure on the URL locations: (Gelfand et al. 1990 , Rossi et al. 1996 . For each of Model 1, Model 2, and Model 3, we report results obtained by running three independent c hains for 3000 draws from overdispersed starting positions, discarding the initial 500 draws of each chain after determining convergence (Gelman and Rubin (1992) ), and estimating the quantities of interest using the remaining 7500 draws. Further details are provided in the Appendix.
Results

Model 1: One-dimensional ability/di culty model
We rst considered a simple special case of the general proximity model de ned by (3), (4), and (5) which consisted of a D = 1 dimensional model with all engines located at the origin 1 = : : : I = 0 .
To identify the model, we set as a reference point 1 = 1, the ability of Alta Vista indexed as i = 1, and set the rate factor u = 0:5. This model, in which each engine (\examinee") has a unidimensional ability i and each URL has a unidimensional location j k (\test item di culty")
is similar in spirit to the Rasch (1960) model commonly used in educational testing.
Model 1 was applied to the set of 20 phrases and 1588 URLs described in Section 2. A summary of results for engine abilities, presented as i is given in column 2 of Table 5 Tables 6 and 7 . In Table 6 , we report the posterior median, standard error, and probability of the e ect being greater than 0 for each covariate. Table 7 gives the adjusted phrase mean for URLs with a given covariate level. To interpret these ndings, recall that all engines for Model 1 are located at the origin, thus any positive coe cient suggests that the covariate level makes URLs of that type harder to nd and vice-versa. We observe strong evidence that URLs with fewer links are harder to nd than those with the most numberoflinks (10+), and modest evidence that URLs having domain extensions .edu, or .org are slightly easier to nd. These resuls are also con rmed by Lawrence and Giles (1999) . Other inferences were: (a) there was no signi cant di erence in the phrase locations (posterior median of = 0 :001) which i s consistent with the stable hit rates for each engine by phrase reported in Table 1 and the log-likelihoods reported in Table 4 , and (b) URL variances j were inversely related to the number of URLs found (r = ;0:85).
A more detailed and informative look at the performance of Model 1 is presented in columns 3-6
of Table 8 . Here we consider the number of URLs showing each of the 2 6 = 64 possible engine-hit patterns. The table provides the observed numbern obs for each pattern (excluding (0,0,0,0,0,0)), as well as the 2.5%, 50%, and 97.5% percentiles for the predicted frequency. Some interesting residuals are evident. First we note that Model 1 tends to underpredict the number of unique URLs found by e a c h engine as seen in the unique engine-hit patterns 32, 48, 56, 60, and 62 (pattern 63 is slightly over-predicted). Secondly and related to the underprediction in the numberof uniques, Model 1 also tends to overpredict the number of URLs found by exactly two engines as seen in patterns 16, 24, 28, 30, 44, 46, 47, 52, 54, 59, and 61 (patterns 31, 55 , and 58 are adequately t, and pattern 40 is underpredicted). These results were not surprising as in Model 1 each engine is located at the origin and casting its \ shing line" in the same direction.
One further inference that can be derived from the model is an estimate of the numberofURLs not found by any of the engines. This question has managerial relevance from two perspectives.
One, a manager searching for URLs on a speci c topic may wish to know the fraction of those related URLs he or she is likely to nd by using these six engines. 
Model 2 and Model 3 Results
We considered two additional special cases of the general proximity model to improve on Model 1. Model 2 consisted of a D = 2 dimensional version where each engine was located at the origin ( 11 = 12 = : : : I1 = I2 = 0). As a scale identi ability constraint we set 11 , the ability of Alta Vista on dimension 1, equal to 1. By de nition, the addition of a second dimension would improve the t however, we suspected that locating each engine at the origin, as per a pure ability/di culty m o d e l , would still provide an inadequate t. In Model 3, we generalize Model 2 to allow individual search engines to carve out a distinctive portion of (2-dimensional) URL space, i.e. the engine locations ( i1 i2 ) were allowed to vary. In tting Model 3, we set 11 = 12 = 0 , 21 = 0, restricted 31 > 0, and put 11 = 1 as shift, y-axis rotation, x-axis rotation, and scale identi ability constraints respectively.
Model 2 and 3 results for engine abilities i11 i22 and the correlation between dimensions i12 is given in Table 5 versus Infoseek. However, we note that the total \area" covered by Northern Light is superior to that of Alta Vista as its posterior median abilities (2.670, 1.020) suggest greater coverage than Alta Vista's (1.000, 1.760). These ndings are replicated in Model 3 in which Northern Light is far superior to Alta Vista on dimension 1 (3.720 versus 1.000) and almost equal on dimension 2
(1.870 versus 1.960). This is suggested by Northern Light's high numberofunique nds (pattern 62), indicating its location far from the other engines, but still high hit rate 785/1588 (i.e. high ability to \compensate" for a distant location). The remaining ordering of engines for Model 3 are similar to those described for Model 2.
The engine locations for Model 3 are given in Table 9 (also seen in Figure 2 ) and suggest that the engines do carve out di erent locations. Northern Light, and HotBot are located the farthest distance from Alta Vista indicating their abilities to have unique nds. Infoseek and Lycos are located \half-way" between Northern Light and Alta Vista, and in a sense are \maximizing" their ability to nd URLs that happen not to befound by either of the two bestperforming engines.
Excite's location near Alta Vista suggests, as described more fully in Section 6.3, that the additional bene t of using Excite if Alta Vista has already been used is less than that for Infoseek, despite the fact that they are \equally able" engines.
The e ects of the phrase and URL covariates on dimensions 1 and 2 for Models 2 and 3 are given in Tables 6 and 7 . The posterior probabilities of the e ects being greater than 0 (Table 6 columns 4,6,8,10) indicate that in fact domain extension, # of links, and type and age of phrase do have a signi cant impact on the mean phrase location. To i n terpret their e ects on the probability that a given URL is found, consider Table 7 which g i v es the coordinates of the mean phrase location for a URL with each of the given covariate attribute levels, and that of a URL with each c o variate level at the baseline condition. Since under Model 2, all engines are located at the origin, and the mean phrase under the baseline condition is at (0.130,-0.080) any covariate level that brings the phrase mean closer to the origin will increase the probability a URL is found and vice-versa. The results indicate that less than 10+ links and managerial phrases move the mean farther from the origin and hence lower the nd probabilities. The domain extension .com, .org, and the interaction of new and managerial phrase condition move the mean phrase locations closer to the origin. The remaining covariate levels have results which depends on the ability of a given engine in each dimension. The covariate-e ect results for Model 3 generally need to be examined separately for each search engine as the locations of the engines vary. This examination is straightforward, using the phrase/URL locations from Table 7 and the search engine locations from Table 9 . The results for Model 3 do however indicate one consistent nding across search engines: the 0-5 and 6-10 Link conditions move the mean phrase locations further away from the locations of the engines decreasing the predicted probability they are found. For the remaining cases, the results depend on the covariate and the speci c engine.
A more detailed analysis for Models 2 (columns 7-9) and 3 (columns 10-12) of the 2 6 engine-hit patterns with observed counts n obs and 2.5%, 50%, 97.5% quantiles is provided in Table 8 . We observe a signi cant improvement in Model 3 t for the uniques (patterns 32, 48, 56, 60, 62, 63) relative to Models 1 and 2. We also note that for 14 of the 15 engine pairs (excluding pattern 59) the 95% interval for Model 3 contains the observed value compared to 3 out of 15 for Model 
Model Comparison and Cross-Validation
A global goodness-of-t comparison was performed for each of Models 1 -3 against the simple \strawman" independence models described earlier: (1) constant p, ( 2 ) di erent p for each engine but constant across phrases, (3) di erent p for each phrase but constant across engines, and (4) di erent p for each engine and phrase. Table 10 presents the number of parameters, and the natural log of the Bayes Factor log(p(M i jY X)=p(M 1 jY X)), as described in Newton and Raftery (1994) , comparing each models marginal likelihood p(M i jY X) to the constant p model, p(M 1 jY X) i n t u r n .
For the independence models, p(M i jY X) is evaluated at the MLE, for Models 1-3 p(M i jY X) is computed as the harmonic mean of the log-likelihood evaluated at the 7500 MCMC draws. Larger values of the Bayes factor indicate model superiority. In the end, Model 3 is selected as superior.
Interestingly, w e note that Model 1 does not defeat the simple model of constant p for each engine and phrase or a di erent p by engine.
To assess the predictive ability of our model, we e m p l o yed a version of Bayesian cross-validation (Rust and Schmittlein 1985) where we dropped out in turn each of the 1588 URLs, re-estimated the model, and predicted the engine nd pattern for the left out URL. To m a k e this approach computationally feasible under a MCMC simulation structure, we employed the method of Bradlow and Zaslavsky (1997) in which case deletion of URLs is implemented by importance reweighting the parameter draws from the full data posterior distribution. Due to the conditional independence structure of the likelihood given in (4), the importance reweighting scheme is trivial and computationally cheap in that each parameter draw i s r e w eighted for URL jkby t h e i n verse of its contribution to the likelihood,i.e. p(y j k j 1 2 ) ;1 . The total numberof predictions made under this approach 9528 (1588 URLs by 6 engines) provides an adequate basis for validation. The results of the validation experiment indicated that Models 1-3 respectively were able to predict 58%, 72%
and 81% of the URL correctly (all results signi cant at the 0:05 level) suggesting an adequate predictive ability of the modeling approach, and a substantial preference for Model 3.
Discussion and Conclusions
We set out to better understand the performance of popular Web search engines in nding marketing phrases. This required development of a model (Model 3) able to capture distinctive patterns of overlap and coverage among the engines. Furthermore, we w anted to understand how s o m e c haracteristics of the phrase being searched, and of the URL being sought, would a ect search outcomes.
As discussed in Section 5.2, two phrase characteristics (newer/older and managerial/academic) and two URL characteristics (numberof links, domain type) signi cantly a ected search engine outcomes. The e ect of number-of-links happens to beconsistent across engines: the more links, the 23 more likely the document will be located. Given the disparity i n W eb engine coverage patterns (as in Figure 2 ), the other substantive e ects di ered by engine. For instance, a search for an academic phrase (as opposed to managerial) aided Infoseek's prospect for locating URLs, but hindered that of Northern Light.
To elaborate on our empirical and model-based results we conclude by addressing four simple questions:
-What search engine \works best"?
-Why do certain search engines nd more URLs than other engines?
-What are the bene ts to sequential search?, and -How m uch information is still unaccounted for?
What Search Engine \Works Best"?
We again acknowledge that \best" here means simply locating more URLs containing the desired marketing phrase. Overall, based on the Model 3 estimates in Table 8 (and consistent w i t h T able 1) we can make v e simple statements concerning the \best engine question":
1. Overall, for a randomly chosen marketing phrase and URL, the search engine most likely to nd it is Alta Vista. BUT, 2. Northern Light is a very close second, and in fact does slightly better than Alta Vista in nding managerial phrases, and 3. HotBot is a very respectable third, locating a little over 50-60% as many URLs as Alta Vista or Northern Light, 4. Excite and Infoseek trail more substantially, locating 20-30% as many documents as the two leading engines, and 5. Lycos found 10-15% as many d o c u m e n ts as the two leaders.
Of course, these ndings pertain speci cally to the time period of search (October 1998), the information domain of interest to us (marketing phrases), and the particular 20 phrases selected.
With respect to this last restriction, however, we note that the variation in mean locations across phrases (after accounting for our covariates) was very small. (The variance across phrases in the baseline mean phrase location ( 1 2 ) from Table 7 , is only .0027 for 1 and 0.002 for 2 .)
That is, another set of 20 phrases drawn at random from our marketing-phrase universe would have essentially no chance to change our ndings. We next consider possible explanations for the engines' di erential performance.
Why Do Certain Engines Find More URLs?
Research question #3 in Section 2 asked how structural characteristics of search engines would a ect the search results. Recall that some fundamental measures of this sort were provided in Table 3 . Since the number of popular search engines (here 6) is small relative t o the information, it was not desirable to embed these features formally in our URL-location model. Armed, however, with overall performance statistics engine-by-engine we can conduct an exploratory analysis linking search engine properties to overall search e ectiveness.
Of course, the factor that looms largest in such an analysis is search engine size -i.e., the total numberof Web pages indexed. Not only would it beextraordinary if \size did not matter", but it could bewell argued that \size is everything", i.e. that the numberof URLs found by search engine A relative to engine B is entirely predicted by their relative sizes. This last hypothesis was essentially tested with the independence model of search outcomes, and rejected, in Section 3. In other words, our Model 3 with search engines that are somewhat distinct in the space that they cover argues that structural characteristics beyond size may have an impact on search outcomes, and motivated us to examine the full set of engine characteristics in Table 3 .
Accordingly, our pro ling search outcomes based on engine characteristics was done in two sequential steps. The rst examined the relationship between size and overall URLs found. The second looked at any deviations from a \size/total-URLs" connection to see if those deviations are associated with other engine properties from Table 3 . Essentially, the factor size represents a very simple \par" model for engine performance, and we examine in step 2 engines that overperform (and underperform) relative t o size. Table 11 reports the results of these analyses. Columns (a) and (b) show clearly that our marketing phrase search outcomes are correlated substantially with engine size ( = 0 :833). They also show that size is far from the only factor. Column (c) reports the ratio of URLs found to engine size. The variation in these values shows that much more is going on than simply engines indexing more pages. Based on column (c) three engines did substantially better in locating URLs than their size would indicate: Northern Light, Alta Vista, and Infoseek. At the other extreme, not only was Lycos tied for smallest size but it also found fewer URLs relative to its size, than any of the other engines. Taking the overperformance of Northern Light and Alta Vista alone, one might suggest a convex relationship between size and URLs found (increasing returns to size) as opposed to a linear one posited in column (c) but this explanation is inconsistent with HotBot's underperformance and Infoseek's overperformance.
Instead, we sought to understand the variation in column (c) via the other search engine characteristics. Speci cally, w e created a simple index of search sophistication from the characteristics Depth of Search, Frames Support, Image Maps, and Learns Frequency. For each engine, we summed the binary indicators for each of the four variables (\1" = more sophisticated search, \0" = less sophisticated) and report the resulting index in Table 11 column (d).
Our measure of sophistication does a good job of explaining which engines overperform relative to their size. The three overperforming engines in column (c) are also leaders with respect to the sophistication index -though Infoseek and HotBot were admittedly tied. Overall, the correlation between overperformance in column (c) and the sophistication index in (d) is = 0 :658, which shows that these structural properties of search engines are substantially related to engine performance, and in a way not re ected in the engine's size.
Sequential Search
One practical question of managerial interest is \which search engine should I use?" We believe (Table 8) , Alta Vista would be one's best single search e n g i n e c hoice, expected to nd 48% of the marketing/management phrase URLs that exist. This is pretty good, but there is still plenty to nd. More to the point, there is still plenty that can readily be found. Now turning to the second part above, if one added a second search engine after using Alta Vista, which should it be? Figure 2 by itself does not provide a clear answer. Instead, this gure shows that a putative case could bemade for four of the other engines. HotBot's coverage does not overlap much with Alta Vista's, but Northern Light also does not overlap completely and covers a great deal of the URL space. Alternatively, Alta Vista will not actually nd all URLs in its Figure 2 coverage area as indicated by the probability v alues 0.5 and 0.33 for the iso-probability c u r v es, and many URLs exist to be found close to the origin. Excite and Infoseek are centered near the origin 27 and accordingly are well-positioned to locate those residual URLs.
As it turns out, Northern Light is easily the best choice here for nding additional URLs. This can be established both by Table 8 using the actual search pattern nds (column 3) or Model 3's predicted search pattern outcomes. For our purposes it will su ce to simply tally the incremental URLs (not found by Alta Vista) for each of the remaining ve engines. These are, in order, Northern
Light (actual incremental = 443, predicted incremental using Model 3 = 468), HotBot (actual = 271, predicted = 259), Infoseek (actual = 136, predicted = 124), Excite (actual = 110, predicted = 109), and Lycos (actual = 35, predicted = 42). Thus we conclude that in general it is important to consider both overall coverage ability a n d o verlap in selecting combinations of search engines.
How Much Information Is Still Unaccounted For?
We have seen that combined search outcomes from multiple engines improves greatly on any one engine's performance. Yet, how much marketing information remains unlocated, even after using all six engines? For our 20 marketing phrases, the results in Table 8 provide an answer to that question. Based on the estimate from Model 3, the fraction of total relevant URLs missed by all six search engines is just 10. 8% (192.704/1786.967) . Given the small variation in phrase location for our 20 marketing phrases searched, the reader should feel con dent that the search engines cover about 90% of what exists to be found for these kind of phrases. This is quite di erent -and much b e t t e r -t h a n t h e W eb coverage estimated by L a wrence and Giles (1998) for their scienti c-phrase searches. There, the six search engines were estimated to cover about 60% of the indexable URLs. In their updated 1999 article, this gure is even lower and as they suggest states that \engines aren't keeping up". Two explanations for the discrepancy across studies suggest themselves readily. First, the estimated numberof URLs not found could be highly sensitive t o the particular model speci cation selected. As we have seen, our marketing data reject the independent binomial model used by Lawrence and Giles, as that model does not e ectively capture the patterns of overlap for sets of engines. So if we had to select one model to estimate the size of the Web we would propose our Model 3 as a more appealing approach.
Nonetheless, if the estimated Web size is so sensitive to model speci cation one might w ell question the ability o f any of these models to provide a reliable estimate, at least without exhaustive c hecking of individual assumptions. Fortunately, this situation has not arisen. While we do not recommend using the independent binomial model, its estimate of cumulative U R L c o verage by our six search engines (across all twenty phrases) is 89.6% -v ery close to the value found using our Model 3. In short, while the independent binomial model methodology is suspect, it too indicates high coverage of marketing information. Accordingly, the di erences between our results does not stem from hypersensitivity to model assumptions.
This brings us to the second explanation namely, that these kinds of marketing/management documents are relatively easy to locate. While we cannot prove this, it is a reasonable hypothesis.
Parts of the Web are of course much more \active" than others, with respect to both availability o f hyperlinks from one document to another, and the degree of use of those links. This interconnectedness is the key to a search engine's performance. Documents containing our marketing research and marketing management phrases may well berelatively active in this respect. That is, other Web documents may be particularly likely to link to the commercial sites, educational sites, or organizations' sites that contain the information. While our results do not say that Web-based marketing information providers can simply count on search engines bringing multitudes to their location, they do indicate that much of the marketing information currently on the Web can be located readily -if one uses multiple search engines.
6.5 Limitations and Future Research
This study is limited in that it used six speci c search engines (the ones discussed most often in the popular press and examined in other systematic studies), during one speci c time period (October, 1998) , to search for Web pages containing each of twenty speci c marketing/management phrases (obtained by s u r v eying common marketing reference sources). In addition, our analysis treats each
Web page containing the search phrase as fully and equally valued, i.e. we do not judgmentally assess how \good"a page is (for an unspeci ed search purpose). To besure, we are skeptical of attempts to do this assessment. In this area, we essentially assume that the searcher is able to articulate what is in fact being sought. Accordingly, w e also do not evaluate the heuristics used by search engines to rank URLs reported in a search.
Changing any of these study design elements may materially a ect the empirical results. We note in particular that the relative performance of search engines has been observed to vary over time (Lawrence and Giles 1999) . We are less concerned about selection of the search phrases since search phrase locations did not vary substantially across the twenty examined here. Our investigation of the role played by the search phrase characteristics and search engine characteristics is limited by judgmental coding of the former and the need to rely on nonproprietary factors for the latter. The study found signi cant e ects for each despite these limitations.
We hope that this paper has provided some useful data, and some insight, concerning use of Web search engines to nd managerial information. Our proposed (and validated) spatial coverage model provides both a \snapshot summary" of the search engines vis-a-vis each other (as in Figure   2 ), and also yields predictions regarding cumulative performance of engine combinations. We h a ve shown that certain characteristics of search engines, search phrases, and URL locations, a ect the probability that a given engine will locate a given URL. Of course the search engines themselves will evolve, and patterns of coverage and overlap can change accordingly. This evolution (and its causes) will be interesting to explore in future research, We are hopeful that our model framework will continue to provide a basis for summarizing these patterns. The marketing information base on the Web is evolving -and expanding -very rapidly. For many purposes it has (and will continue to) outstrip the ability of managed directories, lists, and the like to provide focused useful direction -or even to keep up with change. The Web search engines are well positioned to meet this challenge in the future, and currently they collectively -if not individually -can do so for the kind of marketing information examined here. 
de ned by the likelihood and priors given in (4) and (5). The non-conjugate likelihood and prior structure prevent closed-form integration of (7) and (8). The approach taken here to solve these intractable integrals is iterative simulation via a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler.
This approach states that under certain regularity conditions, samples from (7) and (8) Unfortunately, for our model, the conditional distributions p( 1 jY (t) distribution of p( 2 jY (t+1) 1 ) can besampled directly due to the conjugate multivariate normal -Inverse Wishart prior structure chosen for 1 . To sample (t+1) 1 from p( 1 jY (t) 2 ) we implemented a Metropolis-Hastings jumping algorithm (Hastings, 1970) where for each parameter that was unconstrained, we utilized a symmetric Gaussian jumping distribution with mean at the previously drawn value (t) 1 , and variance set to provide a high acceptance rate. For those parameters constrained to the positive real line (variances, u, and 31 in Model 3) we utilized a Gamma distribution kernel with shape parameter k( (t) 1 ) 2 and scale parameter k (t) 1 which has mean equal to the previous draw (t) 1 and variance 1=k. The value of k was set di erently for each parameter to obtain an adequate acceptance rate.
Three independent streams for each of the three models was running using overdispersed starting values obtained from an initial run. Computing time for Models 1-3 was 3, 12, and 14 seconds per iteration on an HP7000 workstation using Fo r t r a n 7 7 c o d e . (Sullivan 1998) Table 7 : E ect of phrase and URL covariates x j k on the mean phrase location. Table 9 : 2.5%, 50%, and 97.5% posterior percentiles for Model 3 engine locations ( 1 2 ).
Dimension 1 Dimension 2 Engine 2.5% 50% 97.5% 2.5% 50% 97.5% AV 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 HB 0.000 0.000 0.000 -2.100 -1.820 - 
